


SIGNATURE COCKTAILS
CHERRY APEROL

Life is better with a cherry on top
Cherry, Aperol, prosecco, soda 

11

BAKEWELL SOUR
Classic Bakewell tart with a twist

Cherry brandy, Limoncello, Disaronno, lemon,  
pineapple juice, cherry bitters

10.5

GIN-GER SPICE 
Cares will drop like Autumn leaves

Gin, apple juice, ginger syrup, orange spice 
9.5

PINK NIMBUS
Pink sky at night, drinkers delight
Vodka, creme de mure, Chambord,  

pineapple juice, grenadine 
9.5

TRENDING COCKTAILS
SIDE CAR

Elegance never goes out of style
Mandarin juice, triple sec, egg white, lemon, yuzu, cognac, Curacao  

11

MATCHA GARDEN
Drink as Matcha you want

Monkey 47 Gin, Giffard Banane du Bresil Liqueur, lavender, lime, matcha, egg white 
10

DICK & JANE
There’s always a Dick and Jane

Gin, elderflower, hibiscus, lemon, bitters 
9.5

PISCO SOUR
Grape minds think alike

Pisco, lime, syrup, egg white, bitters 
10

HIBISCUS COOLER
Hibiscus dreams and sunny beams

Hibiscus juice, pineapple juice, white rum, coconut milk 
10

CLASSICS
LONG ISLAND ICE TEA

Only drink tea from Long Island
Rum, gin, vodka, tequila, triple sec, lime, cola 

11

FRENCH 75
For the fizz lovers

Gin, lemon, syrup, Champagne
11

ESPRESSO MARTINI
For the all-night party or the spiced up after dinner coffee

Vodka, Tia Maria, Baileys, espresso
10.5

PORNSTAR MARTINI
We all have a star inside

Vodka, passoa, passion fruit puree, apple juice, prosecco
10.5

CLASSIC NEGRONI
For those who just like something a little different

Gin, Campari, Martini Rosso, orange oil 
11

COSMOPOLITAN
For the person about town 

Vodka, Cointreau, cranberry juice, lime 
9.5

SPICY MARGARITA 
Sugar, spice and everything nice

Tequila, Cointreau, lime, gomme syrup, pineapple juice, spices 
(can be served without the spice) 

10

BLOODY MARY 
One of your five a day

Vodka, tomato juice, lemon, Worcestershire sauce, tabasco
9

CLASSICS
NORTHERN 75

For the fizz lover. 
Gin, gomme syrup, mint, prosecco. 

9.00

ESPRESSO MARTINI
For the all-night party or the spiced up after dinner coffee. 

Vodka, Tia Maria, Baileys, espresso
9.50

PORNSTAR MARTINI
We all have a star inside. 

Vodka, passoa, passion fruit puree, apple juice, prosecco.
9.50

WOOD SMOKED NEGRONI
For those who just like something a little different. 

Gin, Campari, Martini Rosso, orange oil, wood smoke. 
9.00

COSMOPOLITAN
For the person about town. 

Vodka, Cointreau, cranberry juice, with a splash of fresh lime.
9.00

PACIFIC SUNRISE
Fresh and fruity, enjoy a taste of the tropics

Banana rum, Cointreau,  
orange juice, grenadine 

9.5



BOTTLES

SAN MIGUEL

HEINEKEN 0%

SOL

OLD MOUT 

DRAUGHT

BIRRA MORETTI

NECK OIL IPA

AMSTEL

GUINNESS

INCHES CIDER

SOFT DRINKS
FROBISHERS 

Various flavours

SAN PELLEGRINO 
Blood orange / lemon

FRUIT JUICES 
Apple juice / orange juice / cranberry juice / pineapple juice

FEVER TREE TONICS 
Various flavours

 SPIRIT FREE COCKTAILS
SPICE TREE

A no-low G&T
Grove 42 seedlip, blood orange syrup, Fever Tree tonic 

8

TERRACE COLLINS
A no-low fizz with a creamy texture

Cranberry syrup, pineapple juice, bitter lemon
8

NO-GRONI
“Five and drive”

Botivo, 0% gin, grenadine 
8

WHITE WINE
PINOT GRIGIO, CA’ TESORE VEGAN   7.15 8.30 23.00
VENEZIE, ITALY
Refreshing apple and citrus fruit flavours are to the fore, with well balanced acidity  
and notes of almond on the nose.

SAUVIGNON BLANC ‘LE CHARME’, CHRISTINE CABRI  7.45 8.90 25.50 
IGP PAYS DU GERS, FRANCE
A shimmering bright yellow colour, with an aromatic and fresh nose. On the palate there  
are flavours of citrus fruit combined with blackcurrant leaf aromas and a great roundness.

CHARDONNAY, PITCHFORK    7.60 9.00 26.00 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
A bright pale gold in the glass, the nose is soft and full of ripe fruit aromas like melon and pear.  
The palate is fruity and soft with a rounded finish.

VERMENTINO, COQUILLE DE MER    7.75 9.20 26.50
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Pale lemon in appearance with citrus, apricot and gentle floral aromas. Ripe peach, and tropical  
notes on the palate. A fruity easy drinking style with good, balanced acidity. Crisp and refreshing.

GRÜNER VELTLINER, TALISMAN   7.90  9.30  27.00 
TOKAY, HUNGARY 
Dry in style, this Grüner Veltliner has bright aroma of citrus fruit and green herbs
balanced with white pepper and warm spice

RIOJA BLANCO, RIOJA VEGA VEGAN     26.50 
RIOJA, SPAIN
Aromas of conference pear, white flowers and some limey notes. fresh, clean and crisp.

TOSCANA BIANCO SANGIOVESE,      29.50 
DUCA DI SARAGNANO 
A delicious Italian white wine brimming with orange blossom and quince characters. 

SAUVIGNON BLANC ‘KURAKA’     34.00 
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
Crisp and refreshing acidity. Zesty, Elegant, tantalizingly dry.

SANCERRE, DOMAINE SYLVAIN BAILLY     55.00 
LOIRE, FRANCE
A dry, precise, crisp and elegant palate of gooseberry and lime backed by a hint of passion fruit.

Please ask your server about our wine of the week.

  175ml  250ml Bottle 

125ML IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST, PLEASE ASK YOUR SERVER



RED WINE
MERLOT, EL PICADOR VEGAN    7.60 9.00 25.00  
MERLOT, EL PICADOR 
This rich Merlot displays smooth plum and black cherry fruit flavours. 

PINOT NOIR ‘LAUTARUL’, CRAMELE RECAS VEGAN   7.60 9.00 25.00  
BNAT, ROMANIA 
Dark in colour, fruit cake and spicy aromatics. Layers of complex black cherry, raspberry 
and cinnamon, with a long and lingering finish.

SHIRAZ, PITCHFORK     7.75 9.20 26.50 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
Ripe, rich flavours of spice and cassis backed with a delicious hint of pepper.

MALBEC, HORNHEAD    8.50 10.00 29.00
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Dark chocolate ripe berries, black cherries, vanilla and spice, the sweet fruit flavours rich and juicy,  
with blueberry and cherry characters and a deft touch of oak, signed off by a nice savoury aftertaste.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, BIG BELTIE    8.75  10.50  30.00
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
Rich, ripe, blackcurrant and cassis fruit, with smoky and peppery hints.
Ripe tannins and a savoury coffee note with a delicate hint of oak..

PRIMITIVO “APPASSIMENTO”, CARLOMAGNO VEGAN   9.35  11.20 32.50

PUGLIA, ITALY
The nose is complex with aromas of over-ripe cherries, raspberries, redcurrants, plum spices  
and chocolate. On the palate, there are flavours of dried fruit, slight raisin character, plums,  
damsons and a hint of spice.

TOSCANA ROSSO DA UVE LEGGERMENTE APPASSITE      37.00

DUCA DI SARAGNANO
A beautiful fragrant wine, with aromas of violets and an elegant palate of cherries and raspberries.

RIOJA CRIANZA, VEGA VEGAN      39.00

RIOJA, SPAIN
A bright, fruit driven Rioja with notes of cherry and cassis and a soft vanilla edge  
from the oak, smooth, soft and fruit driven.

GRENACHE, DE VISU 223, XAVIER ROGER       27.00

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Overt and spicy aromas with a hint of white pepper, the palate is concentrated with ripe black  
cherry fruits and liquorice intensity. The varietal character shines through with an underlay of  
garrigue and a spicy herb finish. 

MALBEC ‘LUNTA’, MENDEL      48.00 
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
Dark, rich and intensely flavoured with hints of dark forest fruits, black cherry, spice and
in harmony with the freshness and oak that wrap around the fruit

  175ml  250ml Bottle 

125ML IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST, PLEASE ASK YOUR SERVER

SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE
PROSECCO IL FRESCO DOC, VILLA SANDI    10.00 34.50
TREVISO, ITALY
An intensely fruity aroma with hints of ripe golden apple and acacia flowers. The palate
is fresh with pear and apple notes and an agreeably fruity and a crisp finish.

PROSECCO MILLESIMATO ROSÉ DOCG. VILLA SANDI    10.00 34.50
VENETO, ITALY
Aromatic freshness offers a bouquet of red fruits and floral scents in particular notes of  
pomegranate and rose. On the palate it is silky and full, with a very pleasant balance. 

GARDET BRUT TRADITION NV VEGAN    19.00 75.00 
CHIGNY-LES-ROSES, CHAMPAGNE
Altogether fresh, with a full-bodied consistency, fine acidity and a balance between creamy and bold.

LAURENT-PERRIER BRUT NV VEGAN    120.00 
TOURS-SUR-MARNE, CHAMPAGNE
Pale gold in colour with a delicate and complex nose. Hints of citrus fruit and white flowers.  
The palate is full-bodied, complex and creamy, displaying length to finish.

LAURENT-PERRIER CUVÉE ROSÉ VEGAN    145.00 
TOURS-SUR-MARNE, CHAMPAGNE
Bright, salmon-pink in colour. The nose is precise and very crisp with a lasting impression  
of freshness, it has hints of soft red fruits, such as strawberries, redcurrants, raspberries and black  
cherries. Intensely fruity flavours begin clean and well-defined upon entry, the wine then opens  
up to provide a melange of flavours consisting of fresh strawberries, raspberries and wild cherries.  
It has great length and is rounded and supple on the finish.

    175ml Bottle 

  175ml  250ml Bottle 

PINOT GRIGIO, CA’ TESORE   7.15  8.30 23.00 
VENEZIE, ITALY
This is a coppery pink wine with tones of summer fruits and a crisp refreshing finish. 

ZINFANDEL, ROUTE 66  7.60  9.00 25.50 
CALIFORNIA, USA
Perfect for those who enjoy a sweeter rose, this has ripe, juicy flavours of watermelon
and strawberry which lead to a long sweet finish. 

CÔTES DE PROVENCE, HENRI GAILLARD     39.00 
PROVENCE, FRANCE
Shiny pink with dusky copper tones. Develops aromas of mouth-watering strawberries and  
raspberries while also releasing light tones of exotic fruits. A well-balanced structure, full and fresh,  
with a lingering aromatic finish and strawberry which lead to a long sweet finish. 

ROSÉ

125ML IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST, PLEASE ASK YOUR SERVER



DESSERT WINE
 50ml Bottle

PACHERENC DU VIC BILH COLLECTION, PLAIMONT  6.00 40.00 
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
A lighter, fresher style of sweet wine - it makes a great match for fresh fruit puddings. 

PFEIFFER RUTHERGLEN LIQUEUR MUSCAT 8.00 60.00
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
Displaying fresh raisin aromas, rich fruit, clean spirit and great length of flavour on the palate.

SELECTION OF PORTS AVAILABLE, PLEASE ASK YOUR SERVER

MAR 24


